
Writer. Designer. Wanderluster.

Often a mere side-dish to its more illustrious compatriot 

on the opposite end of the aisle, Verre, The Glasshouse 

finds itself in a position of having to try harder just to keep 

up. As What's Cooking discovered, such single-minded 

devotion is a happy circumstance for the diner.

The Hilton Creek's crisp, cool interiors and winding steel-

framed staircase ushered us into The Glasshouse, where 

the pastel lime/orange favoured decor hinted at a place 

that wore its Mediterranean Brasserie credentials with an 

airy sense of playfulness. A large rectangular bar area

opened out into the main dining area, where spaciously 

laid out tables were book-marked by ceiling shelves laden 

with brightly coloured bottles. So far so good.

The brief yet intriguing menu card threw up some interest-

ing options, though on the night, Mediterranean staples 

like Greek olive-laden bread and Doner kebab specialties 

were disappointingly conspicuous by their absence.

After mild deliberation, I opted for the char-grilled

salmon to start off with. Resting on a bed of finely-

chopped parsley and hummous, the three dainty pieces 

of fish were light and enjoyable, albeit a bit on the scalier 

side. My dining companion's king prawns were more of

a resounding success. Each bite revealed an explosion

of flavour and juiciness, with the tomato and vinegar 

based sauce proving a worthy swimming pool for the 

prawns to laze in.
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Before embarking on the mains, and upon the

recommendation of our waiter, we tucked into a

very well-done Greek salad comprising large leaves

of lettuce, spherical slices of feta cheese and

tasty chick-peas.

Given a window-facing table, we were privy to the 

charms of the Creek across the road from us, and just 

ahead of that, a never-ending parade of traffic. Before

we could get too far into contemplating where exactly

the upcoming Metro would be bisecting the bridge,

our mains were before us.

My friend's grilled lamb burger was a proud paean

to meat, large and unapologetic. Accompanied by a

large helping of fleshy, delicious French fries, they

received a quick thumbs-up. Meanwhile, I was

contentedly chipping away at the roast chicken breast 

with mashed Mediterranean potatoes which lay on my 

plate. While a bit rough around the edges, the meal's 

smoky aftertaste was one I had soon acquired.

At this stage, we would quite happily have given

Glasshouse a little nod of approval at a job efficiently 

done and said our goodbyes. But the Brasserie had one 

delicious trick left up its sleeve.

Coaxing us into sampling the dessert selection, we were 

duly presented with a double treat of ice cream sorbets 

and bread and butter pudding drenched in Baileys.

While the former was a perfectly acceptable treat,

the chocolate and strawberry sorbet blending

sublimely with one another, it was the latter which

had us enraptured. Soft and tender to the touch,

the unbelievably tasty pudding was taken to hitherto 

unreached heights with the introduction of the smooth

as silk Baileys.

With the sweet experience lingering in our minds,

we were headed on our way out when we spotted

yet another large contingent turning right for Gordon 

Ramsay's far swankier establishment. So held up against 

the award-winning credentials of its neighbour, how had 

our little Mediterranean incumbent fared? Well let's just

say Glasshouse had done Verre well for itself, thank you.

Glasshouse, Hilton Dubai Creek (04 227 1111).
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